Innovations in neuroimaging of skull base pathology.
Recent advances in CT and MR technology have allowed detailed imaging of the skull base with greater diagnostic accuracy. Innovations such as multidetector volumetric CT scanners with 3-D reconstructions provide soft tissue and bony detail with very high resolution for small structures such as the neural foramina. CT angiography can assess vascular structures noninvasively, and CT perfusion can help differentiate between malignant and benign tumors. MR technology has provided high-resolution, rapid volumetric sequences that are useful in skull base imaging. MR angiography and MR venography can also assess vascular structures noninvasively. PET scanning and CT/PET scanning will increasingly become a mainstay of head and neck tumor imaging for initial staging, monitoring response to therapy,and detecting recurrent disease or metastases. Many more diagnostic imaging options are available to the head and neck surgeon today than ever before.